
DDN and SQream have partnered to enable organizations to extract information 
in real-time for fastest data analysis, make better daily decisions and shorten 
time-to-market. By leveraging SQream’s GPU-based Big Data analytics DB with 
DDN’s GS7KX® Parallel File-System Appliance, customers can initiate queries 
of very large data sets and get extremely fast response time. The companies 
successfully tested the solution to showcase the world’s fastest and most 
powerful solution on the market today. 

Thanks to SQream’s GenomeStack and DDN’s GS7KX platform, research is 
advanced leaps and bounds by signifi cantly accelerating treatment development 
timetables. GenomeStack replaces the “old school” manual process of comparing 
a few select samples one by one on multitudes of sequence alignments reads. 
This is made possible by SQream’s unique code, optimized to run on GPUs and 
DDN’s extremely fast and scalable GRIDScaler platform. DDN’s award-winning 
SFA® RAID engine and parallel fi le storage system provides industry-leading 
levels of storage performance and density, scaling to over 1TB/s and hundreds of 
petabytes of capacity.
 
 

About SQream
SQream provides organizations with the most rapid, cost-eff ective, petabyte-
scale Big Data analytics SQL database available on the market today. With 
SQream, organizations are able to quickly get the answers they are looking for 
and gain signifi cant industry leadership advantage.

SQream introduces the fi rst patent-pending innovative technology that boosts 
analytics performance through massive parallel computing, using a GPU-based 
technology  (Graphic Processing Unit). This revolutionary technology delivers 
up to 100 times faster big data analytics than any other key market player, 
with scalability capabilities surpassing existing database analytics by orders of 
magnitude – representing a new era for the Telecom, Genome, Cyber, Finance 
and IoT industries.
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ABOUT DDN®

DataDirect Networks (DDN) is the world’s leading big data storage supplier to data-intensive, global 
organizations. DDN has designed, developed, deployed, and optimized systems, software, and 
solutions that enable enterprises, service providers, research facilities, and government agencies to 
generate more value and to accelerate time to insight from their data and information, on premise and 
in the cloud. For more information, visit our website www.ddn.com or call 1-800-837-2298.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT GS7KX VISIT:
ddn.com/products/products/parallel-fi le-system-gridscaler/


